
Sharp and Oktopus: a complete teaching 
package to replace costly whiteboards

The Sharp PN-VC651B is an exciting new interactive 

display for education. It comes pre-loaded with Qwizdom

Oktopus, a stunning array of tools helping teachers to 

better engage with their students - find out how...

Many schools are choosing to replace their aging interactive 

whiteboards with interactive flat panel displays (IFPDs). IFPDs 

have many benefits, including being resilient and much cheaper 

to maintain. Because they are not projectors, there are no 

expensive bulbs to replace, no time-wasting calibrations needed 

after bulb replacement, and no filters to clean. They also require 

less energy to run.

Regardless of the cost benefits, and perhaps more importantly, 

there are teaching benefits too. IFPDs are easy to use to create 

engaging teaching materials that encourage a more fun style of 

learning, to students, the IFPD look just like TVs.

At FDS, we offer a range of displays for education, and with our 

latest model – the Sharp PN-VC651B, a 65-inch highly responsive 

screen with a Full HD 1920 x 1080-pixel resolution – we have 

teamed up with education software creator Qwizdom Oktopus, 

to make creating teaching materials even easier.

http://www.fdsgroup.co.uk/sharp-pnvc651b


We asked Dermot Sweeney, MD, Qwizdom Oktopus, to tell us 

about the benefits of this package.

“Oktopus is a teaching platform with some 70+ subject 

specific tools to enable teachers to bring their lessons to life. It 

allows you to write and draw across a wide range of subjects, 

from Maths and Geography, to Science and even Language 

Arts. The tools really help to explain their planned lesson 

further.”

“A key aspect for many teachers is that the software will read 

legacy content. Oktopus can read lessons that have been 

exported from older software in IWB format (Interactive 

WhiteBoard) or CFF (Common File Format). This means 

teachers don’t need to re-create content they’re already using, 

so saving time while also reducing costs.”

“Typically, the teacher will be at the front of the classroom and 

standing in front of the screen. If they set up a collaboration 

session, a student can connect in with what we call a ‘follow 

along mode’ and they’ll see a mirror of the content on the 

interactive display on their device, whether that’s an iPad, 

Android or Windows device or Chrome Book. If the teacher 

makes an annotation on the main display, it will show up on 

the student’s device, it’s a great way for students to follow 

along and engage.”

With six-point multi touch technology, the Sharp PN-VC651B 

can easily accommodate two people working on screen at the 

same time, allowing for greater collaboration in the classroom. 

For example, while one student is working on one part of the 

screen, another can be editing the results at the same time.

“It also has a robust and reliable collaboration mode for local 

area network for collaboration with student devices. It’s been 

designed to offer light collaboration, so isn’t overly 

burdensome on the network. For greater flexibility, the 

software works with a diverse range of devices, from Windows 

and iOS to Chromebooks, allowing for the widest range of 

laptops, smartphones and tablets to work with Oktopus in the 

classroom.”



The licence Sharp distributes with the PN-VC651B is a Two-

Plus-Five licence, which means the teacher can install the 

software in the classroom while using the second licence 

allows for home use in order to prepare content. The five 

collaboration licence means up to five students can join a 

session with their device at any one time. A classroom of 

additional collaboration users can be added if needed.

There are no perpetual ongoing costs attached to it the 

standard license included with Sharp Display. Dermot told us, 

“There are two parts to the software; there is the teacher piece 

and the collaboration piece. The licence is a one-off fee for the 

teacher software and we don’t charge annually for updates, 

they are free of charge for life. The software is updated at least 

every four weeks and we’re constantly engaging with our users 

to understand what we can do to improve their experience”.

Audio increasingly plays a key part in many classroom 

experiences, which is why the Sharp PN-VC651B has two 15-

Watt speakers, so you can get the best sound possible, 

regardless the size of the space you’re presenting in.

We have worked to make the Sharp PN-VC651B the most 

versatile and compelling choice for the classroom. If you’d like 

to find out how FDS can help transform your classroom 

through technology, get in touch and arrange a demonstration.

http://www.fdsgroup.co.uk/contact-us

